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Vector animation is the killer feature that
Flash was founded on. It enabled savvy
Web builders to create movies that were
small enough to download over a dial-up
connection, yet every bit as rich as
traditional video clips; indeed, in most
cases, quality was far superior.

However, there are still some things
you can’t realistically do with vectors.
Photorealism is out, subtle shadowing
doesn’t work and texturing is flat, for
instance. It’s fortunate, then, that Flash
supports bitmap import. What’s more, it
enables you to do almost as much with
bitmaps as vectors. They can be animated,
scripted and included in symbols. They can
have simple actions applied to them, be
scaled, rotated and distorted. All that’s
required is a little know-how, which is where
we come in…

Unfortunately for those more used to
cranking out bitmap images than vector
illustrations, Photoshop and Flash currently
don’t play well together. Flash can directly
import Photoshop files from versions 2.5
and 3. Its support for the Illustrator EPS or AI
files is similarly patchy, making the direct
import of paths from Photoshop even more
of a challenge. There are solutions, though –
and the majority of our tutorial looks at two
tested methods for importing your
Photoshop work into Flash.

Vector packages are catered for more
effectively by Macromedia’s app. Adobe’s
Illustrator 10 has extensive support for Flash
file formats – so one route for Photoshop 7
owners is to export files to Illustrator 10,
then out to Flash MX. Alternatively,
Macromedia FreeHand produces Flash files,
and Flash can import native FreeHand files.

While Flash excels in just about every
other department, Adobe’s neglected
LiveMotion Web animation tool has more
integrated bitmap features. It supports
Photoshop more effectively and includes
live effects that are converted to bitmap
elements on export. However, some argue

that the whole point of Flash is that it
animates vectors. LiveMotion does this, too
– but to the detriment of some features that
Flash users take for granted.

Certainly, when incorporating bitmap
files into the app, it’s important to strike a
balance. Flash sports its own compression
tools and knowing where they are and how
to use them will guarantee that you don’t
sacrifice quality for file size, or vice versa.
It’s not just a case of making everything as
small as possible. Flash enables you to
tweak individual settings for all elements.

In our project, we create a slideshow
with a Photoshop-generated interface.
As we work our way through, we’ll
demonstrate two distinct methods of
getting your artwork from Photoshop into
Flash. The steps are less tricky than you
might think. We wrap things up by taking a
look at how Flash handles bitmaps in
general. The project needs bitmap images
of the highest possible quality to display
within a Flash movie, and we discuss
techniques that will help you reproduce
our results in your own work.

INFO Words and Flash expertise supplied by Karl Hodge,
khodge@spodgod.com
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Get your artwork out of Photoshop and into Flash:
rounding off our in-depth Flash MX series, we
look at Flash’s bitmap import features, and use
Photoshop to create the interface for a project
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1We begin by creating a simple interface for our
project in Photoshop, bearing in mind a couple

of key points. First, ensure each distinct element in
the interface is placed on its own layer.

2By doing this, we make it easier to divide up
components in the next step. It also ensures that

when we import the Photoshop file into other apps,
we can manipulate those components individually.

3 Flash doesn’t support the direct import of
Photoshop 7 files – it only supports version 2.5

and 3. To overcome this, save each layer individually.
Select the top layer ‘small buttons’ and press Ctrl+A
(or Command+A on the Mac) to select the layer.

4Hit Ctrl+C (or Command+C on the Mac) to copy
the layer, then Ctrl+N (Command+N) to create

a brand new document. Choose Transparent from
the Contents options and click OK. Paste the layer
into the new document. Go to File>Save As and
choose PNG as the format.

5Name the file smallbuttons.png, then return to the
interface document and repeat the process with

the next layer, saving it as the same layer name as
your file name. Save all layers except the background.

6You should now have independently saved the
‘smallbuttons’, ‘bigbuttons’ and ‘screen’ layers.

Hide the background layer and choose Merge Visible
from the Layer palette menu to flatten the three main
layers. Set the merged layers’ opacity to 50 per cent.

7Return to the Layer palette menu and choose
Flatten Image. Go to File>Save As and save

the file in BMP format as traceimage.bmp. Now
quit Photoshop and start up Flash.

8Create four layers in Flash – naming them
‘bigbutton’, ‘smallbuttons’, ‘screen’ and

‘traceimage’. Go to File>Import to Library and import
all the PNG images we exported from Photoshop.
Go to File>Window>Library to make sure it’s visible.

9Select the traceimage layer in Flash and drag a
copy of traceimage.png from the library to the

stage. Drag the remaining files to their corresponding
layers – from top to bottom. Use the trace image to
line up all the elements, as shown.

INSIGHT

^

NEGATIVE IMAGE
Although the technique we’ve described in some

ways produces the best possible results, it would

soon become cumbersome when working with

files containing lots of layers. Some interfaces

will inevitably include more components. One

workaround is to use ImageReady’s slicing tools

instead of placing objects on layers. This way you’d

build the interface much as you’d build a Web page

– but assemble the images in Flash instead.

PART 1 SPLITTING
PHOTOSHOP LAYERS
Open interface1.psd from the Tutorial/
Flash folder on the CD in Photoshop 7
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17
Select the bigbutton layer and the object on
the stage, then hit F8 to convert it into a

symbol. Choose Button from the dialog and name
it ‘nextbutton’. With the button selected, open the
Actions Editor (hit F9).
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10
Again, we start with the file interface1.psd.
It’s the same file as before, with each interface

element allocated to its own individual layer.

12
You can now discard the background – click
on the background element in the Layers

palette and delete it. Go to File>Save As and simply
save the file as interface1.png.

13
Open a new document in Flash MX. Go to
File>Import and browse for interface1.png.

In the dialog that now appears, choose Import Into
New Layer In Current Scene, leaving the other
settings at their default values.

PART 2 FIREWORKS
CONVERSION
Here’s another way to achieve a
similar result, this time in Fireworks

11
Start up Macromedia Fireworks MX and go
to File>Open – browse for interface1.psd.

Once the file has loaded, look carefully at the Layers
palette. Instead of distributing each element to its
own Fireworks layer, each object is a discrete,
selectable element on a single layer.

14
The interface is now imported to the stage,
with the individual elements intact. Hit Ctrl+G

(or Command+G on the Mac) to group them together,
and then use the Align panel to centre the interface on
the Flash stage. Afterwards, ungroup the elements.

15
Select everything on stage using the marquee,
Ctrl+A (or Command+A on the Mac) or go to

Edit>Select All. Next, choose Modify>Distribute To
Layers. This places each element on a layer of its own.

16
You can now delete the original Fireworks
PNG layer and Layer 1, if you wish. Rename

the distributed layers as ‘smallbuttons’, ‘bigbutton’
and ‘screen’ to identify their corresponding objects.

18
With the Actions Editor in Normal mode,
choose goto from the Movie Control section

of the Actions list. Select Next Frame from the Type
dropdown menu and close the Actions Editor.

INSIGHT

^

PNG VS PNG
You’ll notice that when applying the first method, we

saved files in PNG format from Photoshop – so why

were we unable to save layers? The Fireworks PNG

format is an augmented version. It has the same

compression and multiple resolution qualities, but it

also has built-in layer support, Web layer information

and vector information that’s above and beyond the

default specifications for the format.
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FINAL STEP
We now finish off our project by masking off the

‘viewing’ area with a rounded rectangle, and
adding keyframes containing our bitmap images to
the stage, each with a stop action. The finished file,
slideshow.fla, is located in the tutorial folder.

INSIGHT

^

BITMAP TRACING
Flash enables you to trace bitmap images to

convert them to vectors. This is useful in some

circumstances, but its application is mostly

cosmetic. If you want to have an image that

resembles a complex bitmap to begin with, the

resulting vectorised version would take more file

space than the original JPEG compressed bitmap.

23
Alternatively, you can set individual settings
for each file. Go to the library and select

‘apple.bmp’. Click the Properties icon at the bottom
of the panel. In the dialog that appears, untick Use
Document Default Quality. You’re now able to specify
local JPEG settings to your heart’s content.

24
Flash can also save bitmaps as PNGs/GIFs.
To take advantage of this facility (and to avoid

Flash compressing images in this format any further),
load images in the ready-optimised 8-bit PNG or GIF
format. Set the properties for these files individually.

20
The second approach is preferable. In this
method, you deliberately size your bitmap

image so that it won’t require any scaling in Flash.
We’ve done this with some example files. You can
import them into the project in progress by going to
File>Import To Library and importing the BMP files
‘apple’, ‘sun’, ‘swim’ and ‘tardis’.

21
Although you can resize bitmap images in
Flash itself easily enough, the package

rescales rather than resamples the original image.
The bitmap files you’ve just imported are completely
uncompressed – we’ll let Flash handle that.

22
Go to File>Publish Settings and click the Flash
tab. By default, Flash compresses all bitmaps

as standard JPEGs. You can alter the compression
ratio here. The higher the number, the better the
quality – but the trade-off is a larger file size.

PART 3
COMPRESSION
SETTINGS
How to control the size of your work

19
When using bitmaps in Flash, there are two
approaches to controlling the quality of the

image and the eventual size of the file. The first
approach is to optimise all images into GIF or JPEG
format before importing them into Flash.
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